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Offenbach, Germany/Vienna, Austria – Quadoro, Doric 
Group‘s real estate division, continues to expand and  
has established a branch in Austria. The new branch office 
is located in the Saturn Tower in Vienna‘s 22nd district.

Quadoro Real Estate GmbH Zweigniederlassung 
Österreich, a branch of Quadoro Real Estate GmbH, is 
operating in the field of sustainable asset management.

Quadoro has already been active in the Austrian market 
for several years and was most recently responsible for 
one of the largest real estate transactions in Austria, 
the sale of the T-Center to a consortium of South Korean 
investors.

Axel Wünnenberg, Managing Director of the Austrian branch, commented on the expansion: “Our extensive activities 
in Austria were previously carried out from other Doric Group offices. By establishing this branch we can now  
move forward with our expansion into the Austrian market. This is an important milestone for Quadoro”.

Quadoro expands its operations to Austria

A Doric Group Company

Quadoro Real Estate GmbH Zweigniederlassung Österreich  
Head office in Vienna, Austria

Quadoro Real Estate GmbH 
Quadoro is the Doric Group‘s real estate division. Quadoro’s core business involves developing, acquiring and managing real estate 
investments. Doric offers tailored investments with a focus on aircraft and real estate. AIF solutions including portfolio management and 
fund management complement our services. We manage real assets with an investment volume of USD 9 billion. Thanks to our presence in 
Asia, Europe and North America we are ideally positioned to implement cross-border investments. Quadoro Investment GmbH is the Doric 
Group’s Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM) and offers a number of services relating to the German Investment Code (KAGB) 
and the regulation of investments.
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